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Klee introduced (Asymptotes and projections of convex sets, Math. Scand. 8 
(1960), 356-362) the concept of j-asymptote of a set in a finite-dimensional vector 
space, which generalizes the usual asymptote rays. He studied the existence and 
properties of such asymptotes for some kinds of convex sets (op. cit. and Klee, 
Asymptotes of convex bodies, Math_ Scand. 20 (1967), 8940). We specify one of 
these results about convex cones and generalize it to the so-called hyperbolic sets 
introduced by Valette ("Ensembles convexes et c6nes associ6s," m6moire de licence, 
Bruxelles, 1980) in infinite-dimensional spaces. Several examples are given, as well 
as an application to systems of vector-valued linear inequalities. © 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
PREL IMINARIES  
In the sequel, E is a real Hausdorf f  topological  vector space, and E' its 
topological  dual. For  every vector subspace L of E, we denote by zc L the 
standard mapping of E onto ElL. If A is a subset of E, then "A, -"A,  SA, 
and C(A) denote respectively the convex subset, the closed convex subset, 
the vector subspace, and the pointed cone spanned by A; so, 
C (A)= {0) w (]0, +~[ .  A). We also use the notat ions [B(A) = {h~E': h is 
bounded above on A} and ~A={h~E' :  h (A)c ] -~,O]}  for AcE,  
while ~B= nh~Bh- l ( ]  -~ ,  0 ] )  for BEE ' .  
DEFINITIONS. Let A be any subset of E. The asymptote cone of A is the 
closed cone A~ = n~>o [0, E].A. A j-asymptote of A (j>~0) is a j -d imen-  
sional affine manifold V in E such that AnV=~ and 0EA V. An 
asymptote ray of A is a ray R in E such that R n A = ~ and 0 e A - R. If 
a e A, then A is polyhedral at a provided some neighborhood of a in A is a 
convex polytope. A polyhedral cone of E is a cone in E which may be writ- 
ten in the form *F, with F a finite subset of E'. A pointed cone of E is 
called salient if it includes no vector subspace other than {0). 
Remark that if the affine manifold V in E is written in the form 
V= {a)+L  with a~E and L a vector subspace of E, then V is an 
asymptote of A if and only if a ~ A + L \ (A  + L). 
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The following elementary properties will be used without reference. 
PROPOSITION 0.1. Let A, B be two closed subsets of E, with ~B finite- 
dimensional. I f  A~ c~ Boo = {0}, then A -  B is closed. 
Proof This follows from [5, Theorem 1.1]; or [4] when A, B are con- 
vex. I 
LEMMA 0.2. I f  A is a closed convex subset of E, then A = A + A ~. 
Proof From [5, Proposit ionl .1] we have, for each aEA, Aoo= 
(A -  {a})~ cA-  {a}. Then A+A~cA,  and trivially AcA+A~.  I 
LEMMA 0.3. Let a belong to E, and let K, L be two finite-dimensional 
vector subspaces of E such that K~ L_ Then {a} + L is an asymptote of A if 
and only if rcx({a ) + L) is an asymptote of ~zx(A ). 
Proof Since {a}+L and A- - ({a)+L)  are saturated for K, 
7r~c({a} + L)c~rK(A ) = n~c(({a} +L)c~A) and 7zx(A-({a} + L)) = 
zcn(A-({a} +L) ) - ,  hence the result. | 
PROPOSITION 0.4. I f  E & locally convex, then for any nonempty subset A 
of E 
**A = ~C(A), ~B(A) = (~A)o~. 
Proof The first equality comes from the fact that every closed convex 
cone in E is an intersection of closed halfspaces whose boundary contains 
0. The second one is proved in [5, Theorem 3.1]_ ] 
The 1-asymptotes of a closed convex subset of E are closely related to its 
asymptote rays. 
PROPOSmON 0.5. A straight line of E is a 1-asymptote of the closed con- 
vex subset A of E if and only if it includes an asymptote ray of A. 
Proof Let D be a 1-asymptote of A, and let R~, R 2 be two rays such 
that D = R1 w R 2. Then 0 ~ (A - (R1 u R2))- = A - R1 w A - -  R2, so either 
R1 or R2 is an asymptote ray of A. 
Conversely let the straight line D of E include an asymptote ray R of A. 
Since A~ ~ R~ :~ {0} (Proposition 0.1) and Ro~ is the translate of R with 
endpoint 0, Ro~ cA~ and A +R~ cA.  So A +Ro~ does not meet R, hence 
A does not meet R - -R~ =D. The result then follows from 
0EA-Rc~A-D.  II 
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1. HYPERBOLIC SETS 
DEFINITIONS. Let A be any subset of E; A is hyperbolic if there is a 
bounded subset B of E such that A c B + A ~ ; A is pseudo-hyperbolic if for 
every vector subspace L of E, rcL(A)~ = uL(Aoo); the support function of A, 
if A :#~,  is the mapping HA:E '~] -oo ,  +oo]  defined by HA(h)= 
sup h(A) (he f t ) .  
We notice H A is weakly lower semi-continuous, as the supremum for all 
a e A of the continuous linear functionals h ~ h(a). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For a convex subset A of E, each of the following 
propositions implies the subsequent one. Furthermore 2° is equivalent to 3 °, 
and 4 ° is equivalent to 5°: 
1 ° A is hyperbolic; 
2 ° A is pseudo-hyperbolic; 
3 ° for each vector subspace L of E, (A + L)~: = A ~ + L; 
4 ° IS(A)= ~(Aoo); 
5 ° for each continuous linear mapping f :  E--* F, with F a locally convex 
topological vector space, f ( A ) oo = f( A o~ ); 
6 ° B(A) is weakly closed. 
Proof 1°~3 °. There is a bounded subset B of E such that 
AcB+Aoo.  So, considering [5, Propositions 1.1 and 1_5], (A+L)~ 
(A~+B+L)oo  = (A~+L)~=A~+L and (A+L)~A~+L~= 
A oo +/7, hence the result. 
2°<=>3 °. This follows from the fact that (A+L)o~ and A~+L are 
saturated for L and from the straightforward equalities ~L(A)+o= 
uL(A + L)~ = 7:L((A + L ) , ) ,  uL(Aoo) = uL(A~ + L). 
2°~4 °. Any element h of E' may be thought of, through an 
isomorphism, as rCke~h; hence h(A) ,  =h(A~). Thus h(A)~ c ] -oo ,  0] if 
and only if h(A~) c ] -oc ,  0], that is, B(A)= ~(A~). 
4 ° =~5 °. Let g belong to F'. Then g belongs to ~(f (A) )  if and only if 
gofbelongs to B(A), while g belongs to *f (A~) if and only if g of belongs 
to ~(A ~). Whence the equality 
l$(f(A)) = ~f(Aoo). 
Taking the "stars" of the two members, we obtain f(A)o~ =f(Aoo). 
5°=~ 4 °. Similar to 2°~ 4 °. 
4 ° => 6°. Trivial. | 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. If E is locally convex, then 2 °, 3 °, 4 °, 5 °, 6 ° are 
equivalent in Proposition 1.1. 
Proof If E is locally convex, then 5 ° implies trivially 2 ° and it remains 
to prove that 6 ° implies 4 ° . Indeed if B(A) is weakly closed then 
B(A)= ~B(A)= ~(A~). | 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If E is locally convex and A, B are two convex pseudo- 
hyperbolic subsets of E, then 
(A+B)~o=A~+B~. 
Proof We have successively 
(A + B)~ = ~(A  + B) = ~(B(A) c~ B(B)) = '~(~(A ~) c~ ~(B~)) 
=~(Aoo+B~)=A~+B~.  | 
Is hyperbolicity equivalent o pseudo-hyperbolicity, at least in finite- 
dimensional spaces? A wrong proof of this conjecture can be found in 
[ 11], and another one in [ 1 ]. Actually there is no equivalence in general, 
not even for finite dimensions, as shown by the following counterexample. 
Let C be the circular cone {(x,y,z)egC3lz>~x/-~+y 2} and let 
x, = (n/(1-cos(1/n)))(cos(1/n), sin(l/n), cos(l/n)) (ne No). We show that 
A = -°B, where B= {x. lne No} w C, is pseudo-hyperbolic but not hyper- 
bolic. It is easily seen that the asymptote cone of any nonempty subset Y of 
Ra consists of the limits of the convergent sequences in the form 2,y,  
(neNo), with 2 ,~[0 ,  +oo[ ,  y, eY, and 2,--*0. So {x,,lneNo}:¢ is the 
conical hull of the set of cluster points of the sequence (x./llx. ll).~ ~o, 
whence {x, lneNo}oo=C({(1, O, 1)}). Hence by [5, Proposition 1.2], 
Bo~ =C({(1,0,  1)})wC=C and by [5, Theorem 3.2; or 2], Ao~=C. An 
easy computation yields ~C= -C .  
We now show that B(A)= ~(Aoo) (cfr. Proposition 1_2). It suffices to 
prove the inclusion ~(Aoo)cB(A), the converse resulting from 
A=A+A~o. Let us~(A~)=~C; we have to verify that the sequence 
(u, x, ) (n • N o) is bounded above. We have (u, x, ) = 
(n/(1-cos(1/n)))a,, where a ,= (u, (cos(l/n), sin(l/n), cos ( l /n)))  con- 
verges to (u, (1, 0, 1)) when n ~ oo; so if (u, (1, 0, 1)) <0 then (u ,x , )  is 
negative for sufficiently large n and ueB(A). If on the contrary 
(u , (1 ,0 ,1 ) ) i>0,  then it is easily deduced from ue-C  that 
u = 2(1, 0, - 1 ) (2 e [0, + oo [) and thus ( u, x,  ) = 0 (n e N o), whence again 
u e B(A). Finally, A is not hyperbolic, for an easy calculation gives 
I 
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Nevertheless we may obtain a necessary and sufficient condition of 
hyperbolicity by strengthening the property 4° in Proposition 1.1, consider- 
ing that it is equivalent to HA(~(Aoo))c ~. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. For a convex subset A of a normed vector space E, the 
four following assertions are equivalent. 
1 ° A is hyperbolic; 
2 ° H A has a finite upper bound on every strongly bounded subset of 
~(A~); 
3 ° Ha has a finite upper bound on every strongly bounded, strongly 
closed subset of ~(A ~ )\ { 0 }; 
4 ° the restriction of H A to '#(A m) is strongly continuous at O. 
Proof Let us denote the unit ball of E by B, so the unit ball of E' is 
B' = {h ~ E'I sup h(B) ~< 1}. The closure symbol in E' must be understood 
for the strong topology. 
1°=~ 4 °. There exists re  ]0, + oo [ such that A c rB+ A~,  hence for 
every e ~ ]0, + oo [, (e/r) B' c~ ~(A ~) c H n 1( ] _ o(3, ~;] ). Then the restriction 
of H A to ~(Aoo) is strongly upper-semicontinuous at 0, whence the result 
since HA is known to be weakly lower semicontinuous. 
4°=> 2 °. By hypothesis H a J ( ] -  oo, 1 ]) is a strong neighborhood of 0 
in the cone ~(A~), from which follows straightforward the existence, for 
any strongly bounded subset K of ~(A ~), of some e e ]0, + oo [ such that 
eKe H A 1(]_  0% 1 ]); thus HA is bounded above by 1/e on K_ 
2 ° ~ 3 °_ Trivial. 
3 ° =~ 1 °. If we suppose ab absurdo that A is not hyperbolic, then for 
every n~No there is x~A\ (nB+A~) ,  otherwise we would have 
A c nB + A ~o ~ (n + 1) B + A ~. By a standard separation theorem, there is 
h.~E '  such that suph.(nB+A~o)<h.(x~) ,  and we may impose Ilh. ll = 1 
(n c N o)- Hence h~ c ~(A~o) (n ~ IN o), and {h. I n E IN o} is a strongly closed, 
strongly bounded subset of ~(A~)\{0} though HA(h.)>~h.(x.)> 
sup h,,(nB) = n (n ~ INo). | 
COROLLARY 1.5. I f  the convex subset A of the normed vector space E is 
pseudo-hyperbolic and A oo is polyhedral, then A is hyperbolic. 
Proof From Proposition 1.1, 4 °, HA(~(Am)) c ~. There is a finite sub- 
set F of E' such that Ao~='~F, so ~(A~)=~F=-cC(F)cSF .  Then by 
elementary properties of convex polyhedra in finite-dimensional vector 
spaces, each bounded subset K of ~(A~) is included in a convex polytope, 
itself included in ~(A~); that is, there is a finite subset G of E' such that 
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Kc  ~G~ *(A~o). So by the convexity of HA, sup HA(K)~<sup HA(G ) < 
+oo. The conclusion follows from Proposition 1.4. I 
For another proof of Corollary 1.5, see [-3, Proposition 1.4]. Putting 
together the preceding example and Proposition 1.4, 4 °, we get an example 
of a convex, positively homogeneous real function on a circular cone C in 
~3 which is lower semi-continuous but is not continuous at 0 (nor con- 
tinuous on C\{O}, owing to Proposition 1.4, 3°)_ 
2. ASYMPTOTES OF HYPERBOLIC SETS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let C be a convex, pseudo-hyperbolic subset of E, let a 
belong to E, and let L be a vector subspace of E with finite dimension k. I f  
{a} + L is an asymptote of C and 1 <~j<<,k, then either {a} + L includes a 
j-asymptote of C or L includes a j-asymptote of Coo. 
Proof We prove by induction on k> 1 that under the above 
assumptions, either C has a (k-1) -asymptote included in {a} +L  or Coo 
has a (k -  1)-asymptote included in L. We may suppose 0 E C, so Ca c C. 
If C + L is closed, therefore qual to C + L, then a ~ C + L implies that 
({a}+L)c~C contains some element b. Any (k-1)-aff ine manifold 
included in {a} + L and containing b answers the question. So from now 
on C+L will be supposed non-closed, hence the closed convex cone 
K=L~ Coo will not be equal to {0}. Notice E/SK is Hausdorff, and let 
= ~sK for short. We distinguish between four cases: 
1 ° 7z(L)= {0}. Since L has finite dimension greater than 1, the relative 
interior of K contains some element x and there is a hyperplane M of L 
containing 0 and x. One verifies that C+ M~K+ ~{x} = "K=L, whence 
C+M=C+L and {a}+M is a (k-1) -asymptote of C included in 
{a}+L. 
2 ° dimTr(L)= 1 and zc(L)+rt(C) is closed. In this case, 
rc(a)ETr(L+C)crc(L)+~z(C) and there is l eL  such that rt(a+l)Elt(C). 
Consequently {a + l} + "K is a (k - 1)-asymptote of C included in {a} + L. 
3 ° d im~(L)= 1 and n(L)+rc(C) is not closed. On the one hand 
7r(L) n (rt(C))~ = re(L)n ~(Coo) must differ from {0}, while on the other 
hand, 7r(L)n~(C~)=~r(LnCoo)=~(K)= {0}. So 7z(C~)\rc(Coo) has to 
contain some u ~ ~(L), and 7r l(u) is a (k-1) -asymptote of Coo included 
in L. 
4 ° d imn(L)> l .  Since ~z({a}+L) is an /-asymptote of ~z(C) with 
l< i<k ,  and ~(C) turns out to be pseudo-hyperbolic, the induction 
hypothesis applies. Thus, there is either a hyperplane H of ~r({a} +L)  
which is an asymptote of ~z(C) or a hyperplane G of ~(L) which is an 
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asymptote of rc(C)~=Tt(C~). In the first event n - l (H)  is a (k -1 ) -  
asymptote of C included in {a} + L; in the second one 7z-l(G) is a (k -  1)- 
asymptote of Coo included in L. | 
COROLLARY 2.2. With the notations of Proposition 2.1, if C is a convex 
cone and {a} + L is an asymptote of C, then there is some j-asymptote of C 
which is included either in {a} + L or in L. 
COROLLARY 2.3. I f  C is a pseudo-hyperbolic convex subset of E and C~ 
is polyhedral and 1 <~j<<,k, then every k-asymptote of C includes a 
j-asymptote of C. 
For related results, see also [8, Proposition 2]. Relative to Corollary 2.2, 
we give an example of a closed convex cone in ~4, some 2-asymptote of 
which includes no 1-asymptote. Let A={(x ,y ,z )~3[x /xz 'k -y2~ 
z(1--z)}, B=C(A  x {1}). Considering [5, Corollary 2.1], B is a closed 
convex cone. One easily computes B+s{(0 ,0 ,0 ,1 )}=C(A)xR,  with 
C(A)={o}u{(x,y,z)~lx/'-fi+y2<z} and then B+S{(1, 0,1, 0), 
(0,0,0,1)} = (C(A) + s{(1, 0,1)}) × R = ({ (x ,y ,z )e  ~lx<z} w 
"{(1, 0,1)}) x N; so H= {(0,1, 0, 0)} +s{(1, 0,1, 0), (0,0,0,1)} is a 
2-asymptote of B. Nevertheless s{(1,0, 1,0), (0,0,0, 1)}c~B = 
C({(0, 0, 0, 1)}), hence any 1-asymptote of B included in H would have to 
be in the form {(0,1,0,0)+/~(1,0,1,0)} + "{(0,0,0,1)} (#~) ,  con- 
tradicting (0, 1, 0)+#(1,  0, 1)¢C(A). 
An example given below (Construction 3.6) shows that pseudo-hyper- 
bolicity is really needed in Corollary 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. I f  C is a convex cone of E, 0 <, k <,j and j + 1 < dim E, 
then every k-asymptote of C is parallel to a j-asymptote of C. 
Proof Let L be a k-dimensional vector subspace of E and a ~ E such 
that {a}+L be an asymptote of C; that is, 7rL(a)6nL(C)\~L(C). Since 
dim(ElL) >j -  k + 1, there exists a ( j -  k + 2)-dimensional vector subspace 
G of ElL which contains EL(a ). Obviously G is vectorially and 
topologically isomorphic to ~j-k+2, and C '= gL(C)C~ G is a convex, non- 
closed cone of it. Hence C' is not polyhedral and by [7, Theorem 4.11] it 
has a ( j -k ) -asymptote  D (with respect o G). It is straightforward that D 
is an asymptote of teL(C) and then 7ZLI(D) is a j-asymptote of C, parallel 
toL .  | 
This result does not generalize to hyperbolic sets (see Construction 3.7). 
Nevertheless it holds when E is finite-dimensional nd C admits no boun- 
dary ray [8, Theorem 3]. The words "is parallel to" may not be replaced 
by "is included in," as shown by the following examples in ~ and R 4. 
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Let A={(xl ,xz)~NZlx~+x2<~l} u ( [ -1 ,0 Ix [ -1 ,1 ] )  and 
x = (0, 1). Remark that x is an extreme point of A such that every non- 
pointed ray in N2 which contains x meets A\{x}, which amounts to say 
that x is an extreme but not exposed point of A. One may in an obvious 
way construct a sequence I1,. ( ie No) of compact subsets of N2 such that 
Yi ~ Yi+l ( ieNo) and A\{x} =Ui~ ~o Y~. The closed convex hull B of 
X= Us~ ~o (1/i)(Yi× {1}) is then a compact convex body of N 3, and it is 
easily seen that OXc ~J( whenever 0e ]0, 1 ]; whence successively 
a= "({0} {0} 
C(B) = C("X)-- ~C(X)= ~C((X\{x}) x {1 }). 
Consequently (x, 1)eC(B)\C(B),  and every line D of N3 containing 
(x, 1) meets C(B): except the trivial cases D cN2x{1} or O eD, 
C(D) c~ (~2x {1 }) is a non-pointed ray containing (x, 1) and has thus to 
meet (A\{x})x{1},  therefore D meets C(B). That is, {(x, 1)} is a 
0-asymptote of C(B) which is not included in any 1-asymptote of C(B). 
Moreover the closed convex cone C= C(Bx {1}) of ~4 (cf, 
I-5, Corollary2.1]) has a 1-asymptote not included in any 2-asymptote, 
since C+ s{(0, 0, 0, 1)} = C(B) x ~. 
3. ABOUT A CONSTRUCTION BY KLEE 
In [8], for a closed convex subset C of ~n, Klee denotes by ~C the set of 
all integers j between 1 and n - 1 such that C admits a j-asymptote, and he 
wonders whether all subsets of {j~ No [j<~n- 1} may be obtained in this 
way. He gives an affirmative answer in [9], by constructing examples. 
Unfortunately his construction is not complete, for (using the notations of 
[9]) he does not ensure that, if 1 ~J, X admits no 1-asymptote containing 
p. We complete his construction and improve his result. Several 
preliminary lemmas and constructions are needed; besides, the two first 
ones have an intrinsic interest. 
DEFINITIONS. We recall that an F~-set (resp. G~-set) in a topological 
space X is a countable union of closed subsets of X (resp. a countable inter- 
section of open subsets of X). A sweet point x of a subset A of E is an 
extreme point of A such that no line D in E gives rise to D c~ A = {x}. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  the subset A of ~ (n>~ 1) is such that C(A~) be salient, 
then 
c A = c~ + C(A oo). 
409/116/2-20 
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Proof We admit throughout that if the index set of a summation sym- 
bol vanishes, the sum is 0. First, CA=-CA+(CA)~CA+C(A~) .  So it 
remains to prove the converse inclusion. Let p belong to -~A; hence p is 
the limit of a sequence p~ ( i t  %) of CA. By Carath6odory's theorem, there 
are 01 k) ~ [0, 1 ], pl k) ~ A (i ~ N, 1 ~< k ~ n + 1) such that p~ = 52~ + ~ 0~ ~) pl ~), 
E~+__~ 01 ~) = 1. 
For each 1 ~< k ~< n + 1, some subsequence of 01 ~) ( is N) converges, and 
some subsequence ofp} kl converges either to infinity or to a point of ,4. So, 
extracting successive subsequences and changing the notations if necessary, 
we may assume 0~k)~0~k)~[0, 1] ( l~<k~<n+l) ,  plk)---~p(~)~ff 
(l<~k<<.r), and plk) ~ on (r <k  4n+ 1), for some O<<,r<<,n+ 1. 
Let ~i = ~2f-+ Jr+ ~ 01 k) IlPl k) I1" If some subsequence ofcq is equal to 0, then 
p = ~ = ~ O(k)p (k) and ~2~ = 1 0(k) = 1, thus p e ~A. In the contrary case, r ~< n 
and, extracting subsequences and changing the notations if necessary, we 
may suppose ~>0 for all i eN  and, for each r<k~<n+l ,  
(1/es) Olk)plk)--*Uk; hence (1/~i) 01~)--*0, ugeA~,  and ~+~+1 HUkt[ =1. 
Then at least one of the u~ + ~,..., u, + ~ is not 0, and since ~(A ~o) is a salient 
convex cone, 2~+_lr+l U k ~ ~(A~o)\{0}. 
Now (1/a~) '~+--~+10I~)Pl ~) --" "~-~lr+ 1Uk#O, while ~2~+=~+1 o lk )p lk )= 
pi--~=lO!~)p!~)--*n--~,~=~O(~)p ( k ) , ,  ~ , so ~ ( i~N)  converges to some 
~[0 ,+oc[  and for each r<k<~n+l ,  O~)<~(c~]llp~)ll)--*O. Thus 
p=~2 r o(k)p(k)"}-O~ U k with "~k=l O(k) 1, ps  CA+C(A~). | ~ n+ 1 r k=l k~r+l  
By the way, we may use this lemma to improve a theorem of Bair 
Jongmans (cf. I-2; or 5, Theorem 3.2]). 
COROLLARY 3.2. I f  the subset A of ~ is such that ~(A ~) be salient, then 
~(A ~ ) = (CA) ~. 
Proof We apply Lemma 3.1 to the closed cone Ann, and we obtain 
C(A,)= C(Aoo)+ C(Aoo)= ~(A~). Then we use [2; or 5, Theorem 3.2]. | 
LEMMA 3.3. Every infinite subset of a metric space X includes an infinite, 
countable G~-set. 
Proof We first recall that every closed subset of a metric space is a Ge- 
set. Let A be any infinite subset of X. Then there is a sequence x i in A such 
that x i#x j  ( i , j~N, i# j ) .  If B={x i l i~}  is closed, we are finished. 
Otherwise there exists some subsequence yi of xi such that y ,#y j  (i, j e  N, 
i~ j )  and ye converges to u6B_ Then C={ye l i~N)  is a G6-set, as the 
intersection of the closed set C with the open set X~{u}. | 
LEMMA 3.4. There exists a closed convex body A in ~2 which has 
infinitely many sweet points and enjoys any of the following (mutually 
exclusive) properties. 
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1 ° A is compact; 
2 ° A is hyperbolic and admits exactly k 1-asymptotes (k = 0, 1, 2), and 
A~ is a ray. 
Proof We begin the construction with a closed convex body Ao of N2 
enjoying the property stated in 1 ° or 2 ° and having infinitely many extreme 
points at which it is polyhedral. For the properties 1 ° and 2 ° with 
k=0,  1,2, consider respectively the sets -C{(cos(1/i), sin(1/i))]i~No}, 
-°{(cos(I/i), sin(1/ i )) l i~No}+(]--o%O]x{O}),  -°{(1/ i , i ) [ i~No} and 
-c{(1-- 1/i, i), (1/i-- 1, i) l i6 No}. 
Let B be the unit ball, and let (x ,y )  denote the scalar product of 
x, y ~ N2. Then A = A o + B is the needed set. Indeed, let p be an extreme 
point of Ao at which it is polyhedral, so p is an endpoint of some 1-facet F 
of A o. That is, there is u~/~ such that the function x--* (u ,x )  on A o 
reaches its maximum on F. Therefore the function x ~ ( u, x )  on A reaches 
its maximum on F+ {u}, which is thus a 1-facet of A, hence p + u is an 
extreme point of A. Moreover the line {xeN2[ (u, x -p )=1} includes 
F+{u},  and all other lines through p+u meet (B+{p}) \{p+u}c  
A \{p+u};  sop+u is a sweet point of A. 
Now if p'eAo, u'eB, and p '+u '=p+u we deduce successively 
(u ,p ' )<~(u,p) ,  O<~(u ,p -p ' )  = (u ,u ' -u ) ,  l~(u ,u ' ) ,  u=u' ,p=p' .  
Consequently, A has infinitely many sweet points. From [5, 
Proposition 1.1], A~=(Ao)~,  and for every 1-dimensional vector sub- 
space L of R 2, ~zL(B) is a compact interval, so 7eL(A) = rcL(Ao) + ~c(B) is an 
interval of the same kind as ~zc(Ao), A has the same number of 
1-asymptotes a  Ao. I 
LEMMA 3.5. There exists in Nn (n > 2) a compact convex body A which is 
included in Nn- lx  [0, +~[  and such that Nn 1 x {0} contains infinitely 
many sweet points of A. 
Proof We induce on n. Let K be a compact convex body of ~" 1 with 
infinitely many sweet points (use Lemma 3.4 if n = 3, and the induction 
hypothesis otherwise), and let B be a closed ball of Nn, included in 
N , - lx  [0, +oo[  and containing 0. The compact convex body 
A=(Kx{O})+B enjoys the required properties. It is included in 
~n lx [0 ,+oo[  and such that aca(~ n lx{0})=Kx{0},  so every 
extreme point p of K gives rise to an extreme point (p, 0) of A. If further- 
more, p is sweet, then all lines of [R" containing (p, 0) and included in 
N"- I  x {0} meet (K~{p})x {0} cA\{(p ,  0)}; all other lines through (p, 0) 
are not tangent to the ball {(p, 0 )}+B,  so they all meet 
({(p, 0)} +B) \{(p ,  0)} cA \{(p ,  0)}, (p, 0) is a sweet point of A. | 
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CONSTRUCTION 3.6. Let n be an integer greater than 1, and for each 
1 <~ i<n, let k~ be a cardinal number which is either finite or infinite 
countable, with k ,_  ~ <~ 2. Then there is a closed convex body A in ~ 
with infinitely many sweet points, such that A~ is a ray and the set of 
i-asymptotes of A has cardinality ki (1 <~i < n). 
Proof We induce on n. The case n = 2 was settled in Lemma 3.4, so we 
suppose n > 2 and there is a closed convex body A o in ~"-1 with infinitely 
many sweet points, such that the set of/-asymptotes of A0 has cardinality 
ki+l (1 ~< i<n  - 1). Considering Lemma 3.3, the set of sweet points of Ao 
includes a G6-set F with cardinality kl. Then X= Ao\F  is a convex F:set,  
so it is the union of an increasing sequence of closed sets, let X s ( je  No). 
For each j, let Y:= C{xeXs[ ]lxH ~<j}; Y: (j~ No) is an increasing sequence 
of compact convex sets whose union is X. Let also 7z: N~ ~ N" 1 be the 
standard projection (x 1,..., xn)--* (x~,..., xn_ 1), and let B be a compact con- 
vex body in R" included in R" L x [0, + oe [ and admitting infinitely many 
sweet points belonging to N" ~ x {0}. ReplacingoB by a suitable homothet 
if necessary, we may moreover suppose re(B) c Ao c X. 
Let p be the ray {0} x [0, + oo[, and let Y= U{Yjx {j2} I je No}-The 
required set is the convex hull A of C = (B + p) w Y. It is easily verified that 
C is closed, C+pcCC and Y~c{(u ,e )~R"  a×~l~>~llullZ}~=p, 
whence by [5, Propositions 1.1 and 1.2], C~=p.  From Lemma 3.1, 
A = cC + ~ (C o0 ) = ~ (C + p) = ~ C = A, A is a closed convex body. Now from 
AcR"  ~x[0,  +oo[ ,  Ac~(N"-~x {0})cB  and BoA follows that each 
sweet point of B belonging to N" 1 x {0} is a sweet point of A, too_ 
For each /-asymptote D of A ( l~<i<n),  A-D is not closed, thus 
A~D~¢{0},  and from Corollary 3.2, A~=p,  so D is parallel to 
~p =ker  re. Consequently, the /-asymptotes of A are the inverse images 
under ~ of the ( i -1)-asymptotes of rc(A)=Y. But an ( i -1)-aff ine 
manifold of N"- 1 (0 < i < n) is an asymptote of Y if and only if it is an 
asymptote of JT=Ao or it meets J7 and not X. Hence the set of ( i -1 ) -  
asymptotes of X has cardinality ki (0 < i< n): indeed, every ( i -1)-aff ine 
manifold ( i>1)  which contains some xe~Y=F must contain some 
yeAo\{X},  hence includes the non-countable subset ~{x,y} of Ao and 
therefore meets X. I 
CONSTRUCTION 3.7. Let n be an integer greater than 2, and let k be a 
cardinal number which is either finite or infinite countable. Then there is a 
closed convex hyperbolic body A in W' such that A~ is a ray, the set of 
1-asymptotes of A has cardinality k and A admits no i-asymptote with i > 1. 
Proof Use Construction 3.6, and choose A o compact (cf. Lemma 3.5), 
so that Ac(AoX {0})+Ao~. ] 
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Remark. In Construction 3.6, we may replace the closedness hypothesis 
by the hypothesis that the set of 0-asymptotes of A has cardinality ko, with 
ko any given cardinal number either finite or infinite countable. Indeed, if G 
is a countable set of sweet points of A, then A\G has the same/-asymptotes 
as A ( i>0), while its 0-asymptotes are the one-point sets {g} (ge G). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEMS OF VECTOR-VALUED LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
In the sequel, L will be a finite-dimensional vector lattice, L' its dual and 
K its positive cone. The structure of K is determined by a result of Youdine 
[12]: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a basis {el,..., e,} of L such that 
K=O({e 1 ..... e,}). 
It is equivalent to say that there is a base {h, ..... h~} of L' such that 
K= ('/~<,<~ h,-~([0, +oo[); we put L 7 =h71 ([0, +oo[), L i=ker  h,. 
We consider, given a nonempty index set I and two indexed families 
x~ e E, a, e L (v e I), the system of linear inequalities 
F(xv)>~av (v~I) (1) 
for a continuous linear mapping F: E--}L. We denote the set of its 
solutions by S, and C= ~C({(xv, av)lv~I}). For any subset A of ExL  
and yEE, let Ay= {a~L l (y ,  a)~A}.  
Komiya has already considered this system in [10]. Our aim here is to 
develop its study in connection with the above notion of asymptote. First, 
we look at the existence of solutions. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. S is nonempty if and only if CO c -- K and every a • L 
such that {0} x ({a} +Li)  is an asymptote of C belongs to -L  + . 
Proof Let hl,...,hn be as above, and let Ti: ExL~ExR:  (x,a)--* 
(x, h,(a)), C, = -eC( {(xv, h,(a~))l v ~ I}) = -CC(T,( {(x~, a~)lv ~ I})) = T,( C) 
(1 ~< i~< n). The system (1) is then equivalent to the system 
(hioF)(xv)>~hi(av), i= 1,..., n. (2) 
Since hi x ..- x h,: L ~ E" is an isomorphism, and from [6, Theorem 1], S 
is nonempty if and only if, for each l<~i<<.n, C~n({0}xR)~ 
{0} x ] -0% 0]. Now the inclusion C0c-K  is equivalent o Ti(C)r~ 
({0} x R)= {0} x ] -0% 0] (l<<.i<~n), and for each aeL  the assumption 
that {0}x({a}+L~)be  an asymptote of C is equivalent o T~((O,a))• 
T~(C)\Ti(C), while ae  -L  + means Ti(0, a )•  {0} x ] -0% 0]. | 
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A sufficient and a necessary condition for S not to be empty may be 
stated in terms of the more familiar 1-asymptotes. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. I f  S is not empty and dim L > 1, then CO c -K  and 
every line D of L parallel to L~ and such that {0} ×D be a 1-asymptote of C 
is included in - L + . 
Proof. If D is a line of L parallel to L~ and if {0} × D is a 1-asymptote 
of C, then Te({0} × D) is a one-point set and since 7",. is continuous we get 
successively 0e T~(C- ({0} ×D))c  T , (C -  ({0} xD)) = Ce-  T~({0} xD), 
Tg({0} x D) = Cic~ ({0} × ~) = {0} x ] - ~ ,  0] and D c -L  + , seeing the 
proof of Proposition 4.2. | 
PROPOSITION 4.4. I f  CO c -K ,  and no straight line D of L, parallel to Li 
and such that {0} xD be a 1-asymptote of C, meets L + ; then S is not empty. 
Proof The hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 are satisfied, because if 
{0}x({a}+L i )  is an asymptote of C (a~L),  then there must be a 
1-asymptote of C included either in {0}×({a}+Li )  or in {0}xLi  
(cf. Corollary 2.2), thus in {0} x (L\L+),  so ae  -L  + . | 
Remarks. The sufficient condition of [ 10, Theorem 1 ] is easily obtained 
from Proposition 4.2: if C0c  {0} ~ (-/£),  then {0} x ({a} +Li)  cannot be 
an asymptote of C for any aeL ,  since Cn({O}x({a}+L~))o~ = 
Cn({0} ×Li)= {0}. If I is finite, then the necessary and sufficient con- 
dition of Proposition 4.2 reduces to CO = -K ,  for then C has no asymptote 
by Farkas' theorem. In Proposition 4.4, one may replace "line" by "ray" 
and "l-asymptote" by "asymptote ray." 
We proceed by studying, given any y ~ E, the existence of a lower bound 
for the set {F(y) [Fe S} and expressing its infimum by means of C. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let us suppose S # ;ZJ, and let C' = 
Nl~<i~, C+ ({0} xLi). Then for any yE E, {F(y)]F~ S} is bounded below if 
and only if C'y # ;,~, and in this case the equality 
inf {F(y)[Fe S} = max C'y holds. 
Moreover, C'y is nonempty if and only if Cy is nonempty or there is a e L 
such that {y} x({a} + L,) be an asymptote of C whenever 1<~ i <~ n. 
Proof. From the nonemptiness of S and the fact that h~x -.- xh, :  
L~ n is an isomorphism results that {h~oFIFeS} = { feE ' lVve I :  
f(xv)>~hi(av)} =Si  (l~<i~<n). So {F(y) lFeS} is bounded below if and 
only if each { f (y ) I fe  Sg} (1 ~< i<~n) is bounded below. This is equivalent 
to the existence, for each l<~i<~n, of ~ ie~ such that (y, ott)~C ~ 
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(cf. [6, Theorem3]);  that is, the existence of aeL  such that for every 
1 <<,i<~ n, (y, hi(a))e Ci, (y, a)~ T~I(Ci)= C i q- ((0} x Li). 
From the structure of K results that if the set {F(y)lFe S} is nonempty 
and bounded below, then it admits an infimum b such that 
h~(b)=infh~({F(y) lF~S))=inf(f(y) l fES,} (1 ~<i~<n). Then by 
[6, Theorem 3], h i (b )=max{cx~l (y ,  cx)~Ci} , so  (y ,b )eT i l (C i )= 
C + ({0 } × Li) (1 ~< i~< n), b E C'y; and for every c ~ C'y, (y, hi(c)) ~ Ci hence 
hi(c)<~hi(b) (1 <~i<~n), c<~b. 
With respect o the last part of the theorem, remark that if Cy is empty 
then (C+({O}×L i ) )y=Cy+L i=~ for every l<~i<<.n, so (y,a)~C' if 
and only if (y, a) e C+ ({0} ×L i ) \ (C+ ({0} × Li))for every l~<i~<n. | 
COROLLARY 4.6. I f  y ~ E, S ~ f~3 and C has no asymptote in the form 
(y)  × ({a} +Li)  (1 <~i<~n, a~L), then the equality 
inf {F(y)lFe S} = sup Cy 
holds. In particular, {F(y)lFe S} is bounded below if and only if Cy is not 
empty. 
Proof The hypothesis about the asymptotes of C implies 
C'y= (~ (C+({O}×L,)y)= (~ ((C+({O}×L,))y) 
l <~i<~n l <~i<~n 
: (Cy+Li), 
l <~ i <~ n 
so C'y and Cy have the same upper bounds, therefore the same 
supremum. I 
Remarks. The hypotheses of Corollary 4.6 are satisfied if 
CO c {0) w ( - /~)  or if S ~ ~ and I is finite. In this way we find again the 
results of Komiya in [10]. In Corollary 4.6, "sup Cy" cannot be replaced 
by "max Cy" (cf. 1-10, Remark 2]). 
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